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The Queensland Youth Symphony under the baton of Conductor, John Curro, presented a mainly 

Russian program in the Concert Hall, linking neatly to the Bolshoi Ballet performing in the Lyric 

Theatre next door.  

Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto No.1 in B-flat minor, Op.23, possibly the most famous piano concerto in 

the western canon, is fiendishly difficult for both orchestra and soloist alike. It was certainly an 

ambitious choice for the young players and 22 year old pianist, Quang Hong Luu. The results were 

mixed, not assisted by balance problems between orchestra and soloist, creating difficulty 

distinguishing the piano’s voice above the heavily orchestrated allegro movements.    

Appearing nervous in the important powerful opening bars, Quang had a rocky start and was not in 

synchrony with the orchestra. Otherwise, technically assured, he energetically redeemed himself with 

fine arpeggios in the first and third movements, while the second slower movement of the Andantino 

semplice was delicately handled with some beautiful pianissimo. Overall the young Quang delivered a 

competent performance but lacked the emotional maturity to truly excite.  

The first half of the program was completed with Wilfred Lehmann’s Moti Perpetuo, commissioned for 

the QYO’s 25th anniversary year in 1992. It is a quirky but fun piece which the QYS played with gusto 

and panache, rising from the soft buzz of the strings through to the full cacophony of orchestral sound 

with confidence. Lehmann was present to take a much deserved bow.        

Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet, one of the best loved ballets of all time, is renowned for the musical 

narrative of its stunning second Suite. The famous opening Montagues and Capulets dance music 

needed additional power and crispness, but the orchestra soon settled comfortably into this repertoire. 

The musical colour of the individual seven parts of the work was well crafted. Fine playing from the 

brass and the woodwind, in particular, was exemplified by masterful solo work from the flutes, oboe and 

harp, alongside excellent violin and viola solos and a wonderful trumpet obligato. The poignant Romeo 

and Juliet music in part 5 and the final sequence of Juliet’s grave scene were sensitively played.       

Maestro John Curro, now in his ninth decade, appears indefatigable after 47 years as the founder and 

Director of Music of Queensland Youth Orchestras. He still wields a mighty baton drawing from his 

young players some first-rate playing and creating demonstrably high quality music-making. 

  


